Universal Image Statistics as a Basis for Esthetic
Perception
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In the last decades many neuroscientists have started to investigate the perception of nature and art by the human visual system. Natural scenes lead to an
esthetically pleasing perception, therefore scientists have begun to research the
reasons to understand the processing principles of the human visual system.
The ultimate goal of our research is to find properties in images that are
related to an esthetically pleasing perception. Thus, we investigated different
image categories (art, natural scenes, household objects, manmade illustrations,
faces and Mangas) and continue earlier approaches on the analysis of the power
spectrum of images [1,2]. While it is well known that complex natural scenes
show an unique property, a roughly f12 power spectrum [3], which is related to so
called fractal-like properties of such scenes, we reported about similar behaviour
of visual art of different styles and epoches in our previous publication [1].
In this work, we started to analyze the power spectrum in a more specific
manner. Instead of measuring the slope of the power spectrum over a certain
frequency band, we computed the slope not for the whole power spectrum, but
for a certain sector in the 2d power spectrum which is illustrated in Fig.1. We

Fig. 1. example 2d power spectrum demonstrating the definition of sectors, outlined by separating lines
figured out that there are differences of the slopes in different sectors. While
the slope in visual art seems to be constant over most of the sectors, natural
scenes show more variation in the slope for an individual image. Therefore, we
calculated the standard deviation of the sector slopes of the 2d power spectrum.
This measure is close to zero if the 2d power spectrum is isotropic. Table 1
shows relatively low values (high isotropy) for the categories art portraits, art
paintings, plants and Mangas. Especially natural scenes have high values (low
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isotropy). But the variance of these values is very high in comparison to the low
differences of means.
Furthermore, we performed principal component analysis (PCA) to determine common and different properties of the composition of the 2d power spectrum images from different categories. The first five principal components of the
different categories are illustrated in Fig.2. Plants, art portraits, art paintings
and manmade illustrations have an isotropic principal component. This is only
a hint that the images of these categories are isotropic, because those components can be added or subtracted in the linear combination which creates the
2d power spectrum of a specific image. Therefore, the 2d power spectrum of
sample images of these categories need not to be isotropic. But in combination
with the results of Table 1 the categories plants, art portraits and art paintings
show more isotropic characteristics in the 2d power spectrum than other image
categories. Moreover plants do not have the fractal-like property, as shown by
Redies et al. [1].
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Fig. 2. First five PCA components of different categories
category
art paintings
art portraits
faces(AR)
faces(Yale)
illustrations
natural scenes
household objects
plants
Mangas

mean
0.13
0.15
0.21
0.19
0.19
0.26
0.17
0.14
0.14

standard deviation
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.05
0.10
0.12
0.07
0.09
0.06

Table 1. Mean and standard deviation of the isotropic measure for every image
category
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